ABSTRACT Program similarity metrics, especially malware similarity metrics, have long been an area of active research. However, code obfuscation techniques bring many challenges to similarity analysis. Most prior techniques lack extensibility since they focus on problems of only one particular type, such as malicious programs on a specific platform. Moreover, some of these techniques cannot measure the similarity between the various components of two programs, and some cannot accommodate code obfuscation techniques, particularly for control flow obfuscation. To address these limitations, we present the new concept of the reductive instruction dependence graph (RIDG), which is platform-independent and stable throughout most code obfuscation processes. In addition, we propose a four-level similarity schema that is based on RIDG for measuring the similarity between two programs, which can be used to find the similarity between the components of programs. We use the proposed program similarity metric method to measure similarities among 100 different programs, and we evaluate the anti-obfuscation ability of this method by using four popular code obfuscation techniques. The experimental results show that the proposed method can overcome the limitations described above.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the popularization of the Internet, the amount of malware has increased sharply. Malware variants constitute an important part of the increase in malware. According to Internet Security Threat Report April 2017, which was presented by Symantec [3] , the number of mobile variants per family reached 59 in 2016, and only 299 new mobile malware families were detected in 2016. Fig. 1 presents the global numbers of new malware variants that were added annually from 2014 to 2016. In the most recently reported period, 357 million new malware variants were added to the preexisting pool of malware strains. Overall, attackers are opting to refine and modify existing malware families and types rather than develop new and unique threat types.
Effective family identification and authorship attribution of malware can provide knowledge about the family to which a malware belongs and the potential writers of the malware, which can be used to take quick action to alleviate or undo damage resulting from the malware. The program similarity metric is the foundation of family identification and authorship attribution of malware and can be applied in other fields, such as software plagiarism detection.
A common way to evade the similarity metric is code obfuscation, which obscures programs into different forms that are functionally identical to the original ones. Rastogi et al. [13] evaluated ten popular commercial antimalware applications for Android. None of these tools could accommodate various obfuscation techniques. Code obfuscation techniques have been under development for several years. Researchers in this field typically focus on the instruction level and the control flow level. For the instruction level, dead-code insertion appends ineffective instructions to a program [4] - [6] . This approach may be the simplest way to achieve code obfuscation, which is used to evade signature-based malware detection. Another simple technique is instruction substitution [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] . Instruction substitution replaces instructions (generally, binary instructions) with equivalent ones. For example, a = b + c can be replaced by a = b − (−c) a = b − (−c). Typically, the instruction substitution tools have equivalent instruction libraries, which can supply multiple transformations. Instruction reordering, which is much more complex, creates new generations by choosing and reordering independent instructions that have no impact on one another. In [4] , it was noted that instruction reordering is challenging to implement. Moreover, to our knowledge, no instruction-reordering tools are available to the public. To evaluate the program similarity metric method that is introduced in this study, we implemented this obfuscation technique. For the control flow level, methods were employed to change the control flow by introducing conditional or unconditional jump instructions [7] . Control flow flattening completely flattens the control flow graph of a program by a hidden control flow to an equivalent complex switch-case structure [1] , [2] , [8] . Bogus control flow is another control flow obfuscation technique; this method modifies the control flow graph by adding a new basic block before an original basic block. The new basic block contains an opaque predicate and makes a conditional jump to the original basic-block [1] , [2] .
With the development of code obfuscation toolkits, particularly the publishing of the open-source project Obfuscator-LLVM [2] , it is straightforward to obfuscate a program.
Several anti-obfuscation methods have been proposed, and these methods perform well in some areas. In [26] , Luo et al. used the longest common subsequence of semantically equivalent basic blocks to evaluate the binary code similarity. The semantics of basic blocks is modeled through symbolic execution. Moreover, the semantic equivalence of two blocks can be checked by a theorem prover. This method is effective for basic-block-level obfuscation. Zheng et al. [9] proposed a three-level signature algorithm for extracting Android malware features. The three-level signature consists of a method signature, a class signature and an application signature. The method signature is based on the API call ID sequences of each method, the class signature is based on the method signature, and the application signature is based on the class signature. This method captures the core of the obfuscation algorithm, which is semantic equivalence. API calls, which are executed at run time, carry malicious behavior that cannot be changed by any obfuscation algorithm. Xu et al. [15] proposed a method based on a function call graph for measuring the similarity between obfuscated malware. This method can be used with instruction-level obfuscated malware. Du et al. [16] used community structures of weighted function call graphs to detect Android malware. The experimental results show that their method has better detection performance of Android malware families than AVG, Norton, Androguard, and two previous control-flow-graph-based methods. In [17] , Garcia et al. introduced RevealDroid, which is an approach for Android malware detection and family identification that is based on machine learning. Sensitive API invocations, data flows between Android APIs, intent actions and package API invocations can be selected as machine learning features. RevealDroid can achieve different trade-offs between obfuscation resiliency, efficiency of analysis, and accuracy by selecting different features.
Although some similarity metric methods have achieved satisfactory results, there are limitations of these methods.
First, these methods can be used only in specific areas, except [26] . Ye et al. [18] stated that there is no single classifier/clustering algorithm that always performs best on different data sets with different feature representation methods. The key to the problem is that the bases, which are also known as features, of the similarity metrics that are used by these methods are only one part of the program, such as API sequences [9] , syscall sequences [10] , malicious behavior [11] , and resources on which malware operates [12] . Thus, these methods can be used only in specific areas. In other words, some methods that are used in Android malware detection cannot be used directly in Windows malware detection [9] , [14] , [16] , and malicious program family identification methods cannot be used for benign program families [15] , [16] .
Second, most of these methods are unable to measure the various components of two programs [9] , [15] - [17] , [26] . Since the similarity between components can play an important role in code authorship analysis, we wish to not only determine the similarity degree of two programs but also identify which components of programs are similar and which are not.
Moreover, although some anti-obfuscation methods [15] have a satisfactory effect on instruction-level obfuscated programs, they cannot accommodate control-flow-level obfuscation techniques, such as control flow flattening and bogus control flow.
To address these challenges, this study introduces RIDG into the program similarity metric, which can reflect behaviors of programs. Thus, we can cognize programs from a more comprehensive perspective through RIDG. Measuring program similarity based on RIDG has the following advantages: 1) cross-platform capabilities; 2) applicability to all types of programs, not only to malicious programs; 3) good performance in dealing with obfuscated programs; 4) the ability to identify similar and dissimilar components of two programs.
II. REDUCTIVE INSTRUCTION DEPENDENCY GRAPH
This section introduces the reductive instruction dependency graph (RIDG). The main advantage of this graph comes from the structure, which is stable in most code obfuscation methods. Thus, the graph can be used to resist these code obfuscation methods.
A. DEFINITION 1) INSTRUCTION DEPENDENCY
Instruction dependency is a binary relation D on a set of instructions I such that
where i a i b represents that the two instructions access the same memory location, at least one of which stores data into the memory location; i a ≺ i b expresses there is a feasible execution path from i a to i b , implying that the logical execution time of i a must be lexicographically smaller than that of i b . We use i a → i b to denote that there is an instruction dependence from i a to i b . Now we propose the methods to decide the dependency between two pointer-involved instructions based on this definition in the following two different situations:
Situation A: Neither the instruction is function call. For these instructions, it is easily figure out whether these instructions access the same memory location and whether at least one stores data to this memory location. Then, we could decide the dependency between these instructions using the definition directly.
Situation B: At least one of the instructions is function call. In this situation, we can also easily figure out whether these instructions access the same memory location. But it is impossible to figure out whether the function call instruction stores data to the pointer pointed memory through static analysis, since whether the program steps into the branch that stores data to the pointer pointed memory cannot be determined in static analysis. This brings trouble to decide the dependency between these instructions. However, in most cases, the reason that developers use pointers as function parameters is to change the value stored in the memory location where pointers point to. Hence, in this paper, we uniformly treat these function calls as instructions that writing data to the pointers pointed memory.
The transitive closure D + is the union of all positive integer powers of D, which is constructed as
• denotes the composition of two relations.
Consider the simple code segment shown in Fig. 2 . In this code segment, I = {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 }. Because i 2 depends on i 1 and i 3 depends on i 1 and i 2 , in this segment,
2) INSTRUCTION DEPENDENCY GRAPH

The instruction dependency graph is the graph G = (I , D).
If I is the set of instructions in a basic-block, instruction dependency is an asymmetric relation. Because a basic-block is a straight-line code sequence with no branches in, except to the entry, and no branches out, except at the exit, ∀i a ,
. Thus, there are no directed cycles in the dependency graph of instructions in a basicblock, which makes it a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
3) REDUCTIVE INSTRUCTION DEPENDENCY GRAPH
The RIDG R = (I , T ) is the transitive reduction of an instruction dependency graph G = (I , D). Equivalently, the transitive closure of RIDG is the same as that of G and RIDG has as few edges as possible.
An example is shown in Fig. 3 , in which (a) shows an instruction dependency graph and (b) shows a transitive reduction of (a).
Since a program can be divided into functions and each function contains basic blocks, which are composed of several RIDGs, RIDGs can represent the complete behaviors of a program.
B. RIDG EXTRACTION
We divide RIDG extraction into two steps: instruction dependency graph generation and instruction dependency graph reduction.
The first step generates dependency graphs of instructions in a basic-block using static code analysis, which is known as data flow analysis. This step is to calculate the dependency relation of instructions. The dependency relation of instructions can be determined by the use-define/defineuse (UD/DU) chain [19] . Since a UD/DU chain solver is a basic component of most compilers, it is not challenging to generate an instruction dependency graph with the help of a compiler. VOLUME 6, 2018 An instruction can have more than one operand. For example, c = a + b has two operands, namely, a and b. As shown in Fig. 2 , in that code segment, the dependency relations from the UD/DU chain are
which has fewer edges than D. It implies that the instruction dependency graphs that are generated from the UD/DU chain are not RIDGs. Thus, we must reduce the instruction dependency graph.
This paper uses DFS to reduce the instruction dependency graph. The algorithm is as follows:
Since the uniqueness of the transitive reduction of a finite DAG has been proved in [27] , we can obtain a unique transitive reduction of the original dependency graph, which is an RIDG.
C. INSTRUCTION PRETREATMENT
In this study, we wish to measure the similarity between programs by comparing their RIDGs. To compare RIDGs, we must first compare instructions. However, in functionally equivalent instructions, the operators may have various identifiers. Source code obfuscators exist that can make identifiers much more challenging to understand or reverse-engineer, such as Semantic Designs [20] . In this case, it is most precise to compare semantics of instructions, but this approach requires semantic analysis initially. Then, we must develop different semantic analysis tools for different programming languages. This strategy deviates from the original objective of this study. We wish to compare instructions through a simple approach, such as text comparison. This condition leads to instruction pretreatment.
A two-step instruction pretreatment is applied: instruction simplification and labeling of commutative operands.
Instruction simplification is used to remove redundant elements that are semantically irrelevant. In addition, in various intermediate representations (IRs) such as the LLVM [21] IR, some constants are defined as global variables, which means that in instructions, even if an operand is a constant in the source code, this operand becomes a global variable in some IRs. Since a constant has little impact on the program similarity metric, for the purposes of method generality, we reserve only operators and types of operands.
After simplification, we obtain a simplified instruction with only its operator and operand types. For some operators, commutating operands does not change the semantics of instructions. Therefore, we label these commutative operands. In most programming languages, these operators are Add, Multiply, And, Or, and Xor. 
D. IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation is written in C++ and consists of two major components: RIDG extraction and instruction pretreatment. Since the LLVM IR supports several instruction sets and multiple languages including process-oriented languages (e.g. C), object-oriented languages (e.g. C++) and even functional programming language (e.g. Haskell). Hence, we chose LLVM as our platform for the purpose of extensibility and added approximately 2000 lines of code to implement our ideas.
III. SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO PROGRAMS
Our approach focuses not only on the similarity between two programs but also on the similarities among the components of these two programs.
In our approach, we use a four-level similarity schema to measure the similarity between two programs and measure the similarity of each level by three indices. This four-level similarity schema is based on RIDGs (Lev. 1), basic blocks (Lev. 2), functions (Lev. 3), and programs (Lev. 4). Programs contain functions, which contain basic blocks, which contain RIDGs, as shown in Fig. 4 . The similarity between two programs, two functions or two basic blocks can be reduced to the similarity between two sets, which depends on the similarity between any two elements from these two sets. Therefore, the basis of this four-level similarity schema is the similarity between two RIDGs. Since RIDG is platformindependent, this similarity schema has cross-platform features.
A. THREE INDICES OF THE METRIC
Regardless of whether they are programs, functions, basic blocks or RIDGs, given two objects, we measure the similarity between them from three indices.
The first index is the common index between two objects, which can be represented as comm (A, B) . For different levels, the definitions of comm (A, B) are different; we elaborate these definitions in a subsequent section. The second and third indices are the indices between objects; we use diff (A, B) and diff (B, A) to represent them. In this paper, we use a three-dimensional vector, namely, A) ] to represent these indices of the metric. The larger m 1 is, the more common parts the two objects have. Given a similarity metric vector, several special situations may occur: 
B. SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO RIDGS
Lev. 1 metric is a similarity metric between RIDGs. Given two RIDGs, which are denoted as R a = (I a , T a ) and
Since RIDG is the transitive reduction of the instruction dependency graph, msc (A, B) is also an RIDG.
Researchers have defined the cardinality |G| of a graph G as the sum of the number of vertices and the number of edges [22] . In RIDGs, edges represent the dependency relations among instructions, and only vertices that represent instructions are entities in programs. Thus, we define |R| = |I |.
We define the index difference between R a and R b as
Then, we can define the similarity metric between two RIDGs:
A simple example is shown in Fig. 5 . R a and R b is two RIDGs represented in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) separately. We can easily figure out that |msc (R a , R b )| = 4, and
C. SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO SETS
Lev. 2, Lev. 3, and Lev. 4 metrics are similarity metrics between two basic blocks, two functions and two programs, respectively, and all are similarity metrics between two sets. To obtain the three-index metric of the similarity between sets A and B, we define com we must redefine comm (A, B) and diff (A, B) between two sets.
First, we introduce another definition: Given two sets A = {a i |i ∈ N } and B = {a i |i ∈ N }, we define the commonest element pair in A and B as
and we define
Then, the common index between A and B is defined recursively as
where
We explain this definition from three levels (excluding RIDG) in our similarity metric.
First, if A and B are basic blocks that contain several RIDGs, comm (A, B) is the sum of two components. One component is comm (p (A, B) ), which is the number of instructions in an RIDG, which is the maximum number of common subgraphs among each pair of RIDGs in these two basic blocks. The other is comm (A , B ) . Since A = A − A ∩ p (A, B) and B = B − B ∩ p (A, B), comm (A, B) is the total number of instructions in RIDGs.
Second, A and B are functions. Because a function is a set of basic blocks, comm (A, B) is the sum of the common indices among basic blocks. Since the common index between two basic blocks is the number of instructions in some RIDGs, the common index between functions is also the total number of instructions in RIDGs.
Third, A and B are programs. A program can be described as a set of functions, which means that the common index between programs is the sum of common indices among functions. Thus, the common index is also the total number of instructions in RIDGs.
Within the scope of this study, for programs, functions, basic blocks or RIDGs, comm (A, B) is the number of instructions that are similar in both A and B. Therefore, as the difference in indices between RIDGs, diff (A, B) = number of instructions in A −comm (A, B) . Since comm (A, A) = number of instructions in A, diff (A, B) =  comm (A, A) − comm (A, B) .
Considering the contradiction that is stated above, if B a = {R a and B b = {R b , using the definitions of comm (A, A) and diff (A, B) , a more intuitive conclusion can be obtained:
IV. EVALUATION
We evaluated the effectiveness of our program similarity metric method by cross-comparing various programs and comparing each program with its variants as generated by 4 obfuscation methods. Tested programs were generated by Csmith [23] , which is a useful tool for stress-testing compilers that can generate random C programs. In recent years, several researchers have used Csmith to identify more than four hundred previously unknown compiler bugs. Thus, programs generated using Csmith are able to represent the diversity of real programs and cover as many code structures as possible. We have made our test dataset available at https://github.com/zhangxiaochuan/RIDG-test-dataset.
A. CROSS-COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS
In this study, the similarity between two programs is represented by a three-dimensional vector. Therefore, we can transform the comparison results to colors in RGB. Let
The RGB value is calculated as follows:
where max = maximum (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ). The redder the color, the higher the similarity between two programs. This correspondence makes the comparison more intuitive. The colors (or color ranges) for the four special situations that are discussed at Section III are shown in TABLE 1. We used 100 programs that were randomly generated by Csmith and cross-compared them with each other. The crosscomparison results are shown in Fig. 6 , in which each color block represents a comparison result between two programs. The red line from the top-left to bottom-right is the comparison results of programs with themselves, which corresponds to the first situation in TABLE 1. FIGURE 6. Cross-comparison results for 100 programs. These programs were randomly generated by CSmith.
According to Fig. 6 , a large proportion of these programs have similar or even the same parts, thereby making Fig. 6 appear reddish.
We examined these comparison details and found that a large proportion of their common parts are public libraries. TABLE 2 shows an example of matched functions in two programs. In this table, functions with red font are public libraries, which are exactly the same, thus making these programs similar.
Since the public libraries always match with themselves, as is shown in TABLE 2, they do not affect the comparison results of other functions. Therefore, after we obtain the comparison results of two programs, we directly remove the comparison results of public libraries from the whole ones to eliminate their effects.
After that, we draw another graph, which is shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 appears redder than Fig. 7 , implying that the programs This experiment indicates that our approach can measure program similarity. Moreover, the results show the ability of our approach to determine which components in these programs are similar and which are not.
B. PERFORMANCE AGAINST OBFUSCATION TECHNIQUES
In this section, we evaluate the anti-obfuscation ability of the proposed program similarity metric method. We used the well-known obfuscation tool Obfuscator-LLVM [2] and an instruction-reordering tool that we implemented to generate obfuscated programs. We selected four obfuscation methods: two methods that focus on control flow obfuscation and two methods that focus on instruction obfuscation. These methods are control flow flattening, bogus control flow, instruction substitution and instruction reordering. The comparison results among original programs and their variants are shown in Fig. 8 , in which each bar represents a result between an original program and its obfuscated variant. An RIDG and its instruction-substituted variant have a common subgraph in most cases unless all the instructions of this RIDG have been substituted. Fig. 8(d) shows the comparison results between the original programs and their instruction-reordered variants. In Fig. 8(d) , the color as represented by RGB of every bar is always (255, 0, 0). Because to maintain the equivalence of program semantics, instruction reordering cannot change the dependency relationship among instructions. Thus, this obfuscation technique is unable to change the RIDGs of programs, thereby making the original programs and their variants equivalent from an RIDG point of view.
V. LIMITATIONS
To calculate the similarity between two RIDGs, we must find the maximum common subgraph of these two RIDGs with high reliability. However, the maximum common subgraph problem is an NP-complete problem [24] , which makes this algorithm relatively time consuming. VOLUME 6, 2018 Moreover, although our method is a platform-independent method, challenges arise for binary programs. The proposed method depends on instruction dependency relations. However, it is challenging to address dependency relations among assembly instructions. Another approach for applying our method to binary programs is to lift the binary program to intermediate representation. An active project named McSema [25] is focusing on this problem. McSema is intended to lift the binary program to LLVM IR. However, this scheme is not yet usable in practice.
In future work, we plan to focus on overcoming these limitations, especially by trying to optimize the complexity of our methods. We have investigated some approximate approaches for the maximum common subgraph problem and obtained results that are not far from the real results.
Another possible limitation of the proposed similarity metric method exists in the similarity comparison when method inlining transformation is applied to the programs. In specific, in the four-level schema, the similarity between two programs is computed layer-by-layer. Method inlining that may alternate the layer boundaries will bring a little trouble to similarity comparison results. However, we explain that the proposed similarity metric method will also give an acceptable result when handling programs with method inlining transformation in Appendix.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a program similarity metric method that is based on the RIDG. Since the RIDG is ubiquitous in programs, this method is a common method for program similarity measurement. Moreover, the RIDG is stable in most obfuscation methods, thereby enabling our approach to identify frequently used code obfuscation techniques. We designed a four-level similarity schema for measuring the similarity between two programs. This similarity schema makes it possible to evaluate the similarity between the various components of two programs.
Finally, this paper used several experiments to evaluate our method. The experimental results show the ability of the proposed method to distinguish similar and dissimilar parts of programs and defeat widely used code obfuscation strategies.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we show that the proposed similarity metric method will also give an acceptable result when handling programs with method inlining transformation.
Suppose there are two semantic equivalent programs P a and P b . P a has two functions that f a calls f b for n times. And in another program P b , f b is an inline function which is called by f a for n times.
When compiling P b , the compiler will insert the function code of f b into f a for n times. So, in the binary format, P b has only one function and we denote it by f a . Then the similarity between P a and P b can be computed as follows
Since f a consists of f a and f b , comm (P a Note that for the programs that may use obfuscation, especially the malwares, a small code size is advantageous. Since the method inlining will increase the size of binaries in most cases, the inline functions often have only a few instructions in practice, which will result in a small |f b |. Then we have It is easy to see that |f a | will account for a large proportion due to a small |f b | and this implies a large amount of similarity between P a and P b .
